
            
            

Dr. Michael Marty is an Associate Professor of Chemistry & Biochemistry at The University of Arizona. 
Dr. Marty earned his B.A. in chemistry and mathema cs at St. Olaf College. He then completed his 
Ph.D. in chemistry as a Springborn Fellow at the University 
of Illinois Urbana-Champaign with Prof. Stephen Sligar and 
went on to postdoctoral research at the University of     
Oxford with Prof. Dame Carol Robinson. He joined the   
faculty at The University of Arizona in 2016. His research 
applies lipoprotein nanodiscs with na ve mass             
spectrometry to study membrane proteins, an microbial 
pep des, and their interac ons with lipid bilayers. 
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Revealing membrane protein-lipid interac ons with na ve and lipidomic mass spectrometry 
 

Due to their important biochemical roles, membrane proteins are important drug targets. Although lipids 
can influence membrane protein func on, the chemistry of lipid binding remains difficult to study because 
protein-lipid interac ons are polydisperse, compe ve, and transient. We have been developing new       
analy cal approaches to quan fy protein-lipid interac ons in bilayers and understand how membrane    
proteins remodel their surrounding lipid environment. In one new approach, we are using lipidomic mass 
spectrometry (MS) to quan fy the exchange of lipids between lipoprotein nanodiscs with and without an 
embedded membrane protein. Shi s in the lipid distribu on towards the membrane protein nanodiscs    
reveal lipid binding, and tra ons allow measurement of the op mal lipid composi on for the membrane 
protein. We have also been studying how lipids bind to specific sites on membrane proteins. Here, we     
mutate different poten al lipid binding sites on the membrane protein surface and simultaneously measure 
binding to the mutant and wild type versions with na ve MS. By performing these experiments at different 
temperatures, we uncover the thermodynamics of lipid binding to specific residues and discover the rela ve 
affini es of different lipid binding sites. Ul mately, we expect these unique combina ons of nanodiscs and 
MS will provide new insights into how lipids modulate the structure and func on of membrane proteins.  
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